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Aims and objectives

Modern multidetector CT (MDCT) has led to improvements in lesion detection of benign
as well as malignant abdominal tumours [1]. The ability to scan through an abdomen in
seconds has also permitted multiphasic examinations, but there is a radiation dose cost to
the patient [2] as a consequence of using these new and established abdomen protocols.

Some recent approaches to liver and abdominal CT dose reduction have included noise
[3-4] and other adaptive filters [5-6] in an effort to address image noise in low dose scans,
other dose reduction methods have concentrated on modifying scanning parameters
directly [7]. Radiation dose is linearly related to tube current (mA) [8] and studies have
sought to investigate potential dose reductions without reducing feature detectability by
varying tube current and keeping all other variables that influence exposure constant
[9-10]. To examine dose reduction methods a test phantom is required for feasibility
studies and to avoid unnecessary patient exposure.

Identification of abdominal lesions is determined by conspicuity, and is related to both
the size of the tumour and the tumour to tissue contrast. A soft tissue phantom with
randomizable low contrast features was designed to investigate the detectability of
liver lesions with CT, which would also avoid any learning effect during evaluation by
radiologists. While there is scope for dose reduction in abdominal MDCT [11], any
reductions must not be at the expense of low contrast feature detectability [5]. In many
abdominal and pelvic applications MRI provides acceptable alternatives to MDCT [12].
Therefore it was decided that our test phantom should also be suitable for use in MRI,
so that it could help investigate where MRI could replace CT appropriately.

Methods and materials

Phantom design - Format

Clinically liver radiodensities were measured at a little under 100 HU using the draw and
analysis tool in eFilm software (Merge Healthcare;Milwaukee,WI). In the past a number of
different materials have been investigated for use as tissue mimicking media for inclusion
in CT test phantoms [13]. Our phantom was constructed using Poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) with a radiodensity of 120 HU, which was of the correct order of magnitude for
soft tissues that include the liver. PMMA was also selected as the material of choice as
it was cost-effective, easy to work with and to maintain.
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The phantom could be either anthropomorphic [14] or geometric [3, 15] in design.
While resembling the human form makes the resulting images more representative to
radiologists for evaluation, as our phantom was designed to simulate various low contrast
features that are difficult to locate a geometric rather than anthropomorphic design was
used.

Phantom design - Feature discs

Phantoms used in earlier studies have used combinations of discs or rods that contain
holes to vary local contrast in the final images. While contrast differences in existing
phantoms can be varied they are in a limited number of fixed locations that are learnt
quickly by radiologists during image evaluation. This introduces an element of bias
into studies where a phantom is scanned a number of times and leads to radiologists
anticipating where they expect to find features and looking for them directly. To combat
this our test phantom was constructed using a series of seven PMMA discs. Figure 1
shows a cross-sectional schematic (not to scale) of a simple disc 170 mm in diameter.
Each disc included identification markers (rod positions A to D in Figure 1) and an
orthogonal orientation marker (at co-ordinates (8.5,0) on the abscissa in Figure 1) for later
confirmation, or otherwise, of features reported after scanning. The disks were housed
inside a PMMA tank with a lid shown in the photograph in Figure 2, with the discs mounted
on one of the side walls (Figure 3). The tank was assembled without the use of any metal
components to avoid image artefacts once scanned. Disc locations could be randomized
by rotation about their mounting axis between each scan, with a locking end nut to secure
them in position before scanning. The feature discs, of varying thicknesses (10, 7 or 5
mm thick), contained a series of holes. Two of the six feature discs are included in the
photograph in Figure 4. The holes with differing diameters (10, 7, 5, 3 or 1 mm) and paths
through the disc were arranged in random but known locations. Relatively low contrast
features could then be simulated by filling the tank with suitable contrast media mixed
with water.

Phantom design - Spatial resolution disc

A spatial resolution disc was also included for image quality reporting. The schematic
in Figure 5 shows how radial groups of five holes through the disc were arranged to
help determine spatial resolution in line pairs per centimetre. The PMMA tank length was
made sufficiently long (internal length 400 mm) to ensure that all holes in both the feature
and spatial resolution discs could be filled with fluid when added to the tank, and kept
submerged while mounting them.

Test phantom imaging
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To verify if the test phantom was fit for purpose in CT, high contrast (phantom in air)
and low contrast (phantom in water) feature images were sought. High contrast features
would help investigate the extremes of performance, while low contrast features would
help determine the suitability of the design for feature detectability. To explore the
suitability of the test phantom for low contrast feature imaging in MRI the phantom was
again scanned with the discs in water. The imaging tests, (a) to (c), are described by Table
1. Scan lengths were customized to the phantom along the z axis. While relatively low
contrast features can be simulated using different concentrations of the contrast media,
pure water was used for simplicity and image comparison.

Imaging test

(a) (b) (c)

Modality MDCT MDCT MRI

Scanner 64-slice LightSpeed
VCT

Aquilion 64 1.5T Genesis Signa

Manufacturer GE Medical
Systems

Toshiba Medical
Systems

Ge Medical
Systems

Mode Helical + AEC Helical + AEC Breath-Hold T-2
Weighted

(Tube current
modulation)

(Sure Exposure) (TORSO PA coil)

Details rotation time 1.8s rotation time 0.8s fat suppression (Fat
SAT)

slice thickness
0.625mm

slice thickness
0.5mm

TR 2000ms

pitch 0.984 pitch 0.641 TE 93ms

standard kV 120 standard kV 120 echo time 23ms

Phantom contrast High - in air Low - in water Low - in water

Table 1. Imaging tests (a), (b) and (c).

Images for this section:
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Fig. 1: Schematic (not to scale) of the basic disc dimensions, which was used during the
phantom manufacture. (d is the diameter of the identification markers.)
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Fig. 2: Photographic top view of the completed phantom consisting of PMMA tank, discs,
disc mounting assembly and lid.
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Fig. 3: Inside view of the mounted discs, showing how a series of interchangeable disc
can be mounted.
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Fig. 4: Cross-sectional photographic views of two feature discs. The different machined
features or holes were arranged randomly and were clustered for disc (1) and more evenly
distributed for disc (2). Disc ID markers are shown at the top and an orthogonal axis
marker is used to determine if the disc has been flipped. Magnified feature (a) shows the
diagonal machining of a bore through the disc thickness.

Fig. 5: Schematic (not to scale) of the spatial resolution disc's features and dimensions,
which was used during the phantom manufacture.
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Results

• (a) Images of the discs were reconstructed successfully with all scanners
and modalities (Figure 6). High contrast was achieved with the phantom in
air and a CT of disc 1 is included in Figure 6(a). All features in the disc were
visible including the smallest hole with a diameter of 1 mm, the two holes
with a diameter of 3 mm and the three holes with varying paths through
the disc and a diameter of 5 mm. Identification and orthogonal orientation
markers on the disc circumference were all present in the image. Measured
using the eFilm software the radiodensity of the disc's PMMA was within
tolerance of the target value at 120.1 ± 6.8 HU.

• (b) In the low contrast CT, where the discs were in water, the 1 mm hole
was at best borderline for identification (Figure 6(b)). All other features could
be located. The orthogonal orientation marker was useful in confirming that
the disc had been flipped as well as rotated from the scan position in Figure
6(a).

• (c) Similar results for low contrast feature identification were found from the
MRI of the discs in water (Figure 6(c)). In Figure 6(c) disc 1 has been rotated
from the position in Figure 6(a).

• (d) A high contrast CT image of the spatial resolution disc in air is included
in Figure 6(d). A high contrast image has been included here as it is clearer
for presentation and demonstrates the extreme of performance.

Images for this section:
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Fig. 6: (a) CT of disc 1 with the disc in air (Lightspeed VCT), (b) CT of disc 1 with the
disc in water (Aquilion 64), (c) MRI of disc 1 with the disc in water, (d) CT of the spatial
resolution disc in air (Lightspeed VCT).
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Conclusion

High contrast (test phantom in air) and low contrast (test phantom in water) feature
images have been produced successfully demonstrating the suitability of the phantom in
both CT and MRI, its extremes of performance and feature detectability when reporting.
The test phantom itself is simple, cost-effective, but most importantly was designed to
overcome the learning effects during reporting which are a problem in phantoms with
fixed feature geometry and patterns that can be learnt and anticipated [14-15]. With our
new test phantom the ability to rotate independently a series of six feature discs, each with
features located in different known random patterns (Figure 4), means that a reporter's
knowledge of the feature locations and positions relative to each other would be difficult
to learn and anticipate during any study to explore low contrast feature detection.

The test phantom once filled with fluid is reasonably heavy, but once positioned on a
scanner couch is simple to use once the fluid contents have settled. Smooth couch
movements also ensure water movements are minimised. There have been reports in
the past of problems with liquid contrast solutions [14], with the formation of air bubbles
and mixture uniformity over time. However, our test phantom was designed to be stored
dry and contrast media only added for the duration of the experiments. That way the discs
will be kept clean and contrast concentrations will be known and verified at the start of
any work.

The aim of future work is to use the test phantom to help to investigate potential CT
dose reductions without reducing feature detectability. Our soft tissue phantom with
randomizable low contrast features will be used to explore with radiologists the lowest
satisfactory image dose suitable for locating lesions in the liver and abdomen. As CT
dose is reduced it will be possible to monitor the effect on image resolution using the
spatial resolution disc and also compare that with MRI.

Images for this section:
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Fig. 3: Inside view of the mounted discs, showing how a series of interchangeable disc
can be mounted.
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Fig. 4: Cross-sectional photographic views of two feature discs. The different machined
features or holes were arranged randomly and were clustered for disc (1) and more evenly
distributed for disc (2). Disc ID markers are shown at the top and an orthogonal axis
marker is used to determine if the disc has been flipped. Magnified feature (a) shows the
diagonal machining of a bore through the disc thickness.

Fig. 6: (a) CT of disc 1 with the disc in air (Lightspeed VCT), (b) CT of disc 1 with the
disc in water (Aquilion 64), (c) MRI of disc 1 with the disc in water, (d) CT of the spatial
resolution disc in air (Lightspeed VCT).
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